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  In my talk at the Kinosaki conference in October 2004 I reported on joint

work with P. Stellari published !n [71. Roiighly, we showed that any Fourier-

Mukai eqgivaleRce betweeR tke derived categeries ef two twisted K3 surfaces

yields axx Hodge isommetry of the corresponding Hodge structures (which are

introduced for this purpose). The other direction, known under the name

of Caldhrai'u's coRjecture aRd predictiRg equivalence if an Hodge isometry

can be found, is proved under additienal assumptions.
  At the occasion of the conference K. Yo$hioka inforrned me about his re-
cent work [12] on moduli space of stable twisted sheaves which led, right after

the coRfereRce, to a comp}ete proof of (a xx}odi5ed ve2'sioRÅr of CEId5rartt's

conjecture (see {8]). Here, I shall give a brief outline of both results.

l. [[iwls[reD K3 SuRFACES

  A twisted K3 surface consists of an algebraic K3 sut'faces X together with
a torsion class a ff N2(X,ON). Usually we think oÅí or as associated to a
torsion B-field B e H2(X, ÅqCP), i.e. a = aB := exp(BO,2), where BO,2 is the

(C, 2)-part of B iR ff2(X, Ox). Thls allows to lntroduÅëe a weigkt-two ftodge

structure whose isomorphism type only depends on dv by:

fi2,O(x, B) := (a + B A ff)C c H'(X, C),

where a is a trivializing section of H2,O(X). The (O,2)-part of this newly
defined Hodge structure is givexx by complex conjugating ,ii2,O and its (1, 1)-

part as the orthogonal comp}ement of EZ2,O with respect to t}ie Mukal pairiRg.

  We may represent a by a Cech 2-cecyc}e {aijfe E r(eqRUg• fi Uk, Ol)} witk

X = Uidix Ui an appropriate open analytic cover. An a-twisted rcoherent?
sheaf E consists ofpairs ({Ei}iGt, {qiJ•}i"•ffD such that the Ei are (coherent)

sheaves ei} Ui aRd giJ• : giIy,fiuj ---, g2•lu,fiuj aye lsemovpl}ismLs satisfyiRg the

following conditions:
  i) qii me id, ii) pj•i :q,iji, and iii) goiJ• o optikoqki = aviJ'k'id•

  With this definition one can introduce the abelian category Coh(X,a)
a-twi$eed slieaves aRd its K-grottp deitoted K(X, tt).

  Note that Coh(tY, cr) does not depend on the Cech 2-cocycle {aiJ•te}. More

precisely, for two different choices the categories are equivalent, but unfor-

tuitately the equivalance is uot canoRical (see [81 for details).

  We will prlficipally be lntei'ested ln the botmded clerived caeegory Db(X, a)

of Coh(fY, a).
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 2. TWTSTED DERIVED CATEaORIES AND TWISTED HODGE STRUCTURES

  k order go study the yelation begweelt tke twisted bouRded derived cat-
egory I)b(X,aB) and the twi$ted Hodge structure jEi(X,B,Z) we need to

introduce a twisted Chern character. There are diffez'ent ways to do this.

In order to work with integral cohomology, the one introduced in [71 seem$

       ,apprgprlate.
  Let us state this as follows:
  Suppose B E H2(X, Q)) is a rational B--field such that its (O, 2)-part BO,2 es

H2ÅqX, Ox) maps to a, i.e. exp(BO,2) = a.

  Then there exists an additive map

                  chB : K(X, a) - H'(X, Z)

$uck that:
  i) IfB = ci(L) G N2(X,Z), then chB(E) = exp(ci(L))•ch(E). (Note that

with this assumption a is trivial and an detwisted sheaf is just atn ordinary

sheaf.)
  i!) For twe ekoiees (Bi,ai :ex exp(B?'2)År, (B2,a2 : : exp(B20'2)År imd Ei ff

K(X, ai) one has

             chBx (Ei) • chB2(E2) = chBi+B2 (Ei X E2).

  k fact, tke same coiistructioxx works IR kll geRer&lity (oBly that iR geltexal

it is only rational) axxd thus in particular for" the product of two K3 surfaces.

As in the original argument of Mukai ene can show that any complex of
a-iXa'-twisted sheaves on X Å~ X' that induces a Fourler-)gfukai equivalence

Db(X,ct = aB) 2)f bb(X',a' : aB,) induces a!i ffodge isometry of the

corresponding Hodge structures. This yields

Proposition 2.1. [71 Any Fourier-Mukai eqtiivalence

                    DbÅqX, aB) 2! Db(X',aB,)

naturally induces an Hodge isometry

                   H(X, B, Z) {)! H(Xr, B', Z).

  Although the sitttation is slighly more complicated in the twisted case, we

could still imitate re$ults of Mukai and Orlov to prove the converse direction

for K3 suurfaces with 1arge Picard group

Prcpesitlen 2.2. I7] Suppese there exists an Hedge isometrgs R(X, B,Z) tw
fiZ(X', B', Z) that preseTnies the natural orientation of the four positive direc-

tions. Ifp(X) S 11, then this ffodge isometTw is induced by a Fourier-Mukai

eguivalence Db(X, aB) g Db(X', aBs).

  The orientation issue seems to be hard even in the untwisted case. It is

not too diMcult to check that any known derived equivalence (shifts, spher-

ical twists, isomorphisms, moduli spaces) all induce orientation preserving

Hodge isometry. Tke case of gke gRiversal Åíamily cf stab}e sbeaves being the

only didicult one. This suMces to prove the above proposition.
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                  3. CALDARARU'S CONJECTURE

  Relying heavily on results of Yoshioka we are now able also to prove

Proposition 3.1. [81 Let X and X' be two prol'ective K3 surfaces endowed
with B-fieids B E ff2(X,mp) respectiveiy B' G H2(X',Q). Suppose there

eststs an Hodge isometry

                  g : ,EiL(x,B,z) or ,EIL(x', B',z)

thGt preserves the natural orientation of the four positive directions. Then
there eanJsts a Fourier-Mttkai equivagence Åë : Db(X, nv) or Db(X',a') such

that the induced action ÅëB'B' on cohomology equals g. ,Elere, a : : aB and

cr' := crB, are the Brauer etasses indttced by B respectivety B'.
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